Host Jafo says:
Star Trek: Apache - Episode #10
Week # 9
Mission: "Resurrection"

Host Jafo says:
After attempting to use the deflector array to open up a hole in Tellas IV's scattering field, the Apache sustained heavy damage to her main deflector. On the planet's surface CEO Yeung's team was able to repair the IKS Pagh's engines and they have since used the Pagh to take them off the planet.

Host Jafo says:
In sickbay, Captain Turnbull has interrogated both Ensign Xavier, and her clone. She has discovered that the planet "silver blood" has clear cloning capabilities and that all objects cloned to date retain a similar molecular signature. The copy of Ensign Xavier remains in sickbay for further study.

Host Jafo says:
Without warning a pair of Romulan Warbird’s decloaked. At first it appeared they intended to blockade the Apache and her crew from the planet. But after opening fire on the surface, it's clear the Warbird’s have a much deadlier intention.

Host Jafo says:
<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission Week 9 >>>>>>>>>>

TO_Cha`Dak says:
::on the bridge, behind tactical one, scanning for ion trails::

SO_Hammond says:
@::on the Pagh scanning for the Warbird’s::

CSO_Storal says:
::sits at Science one going thru the data on the clones::

CEO_Yeung says:
@::on the Pagh, reviewing EO Powers’ repair report::

Sonja_Davore says:
::on bridge, at tactical two, scanning the area for Romulan activity::

TO_Cha`Dak says:
CSO: Are you picking up anything from around the black hole, Commander?

CMO_Naegle says:
::in Sickbay monitoring the vitals of the Ensign Xavier’s clone::

JAG_Vekh says:
%::on board the USS Aquilla, heading for Tellas IV::

MO_Sarel says:
::in sickbay::

XO_Linard says:
::exits the TL and heads for the command deck::

CSO_Storal says:
TO: No, nothing yet.

SO_Hammond says:
@Self: Where did you guys go?

Sonja_Davore says:
TO: Nothing on sensors here either.

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Scans of the black hole reveal a series of energy surges, only a handful of which are large enough to hide a vessel … considerably fewer than the last scans of the area.

JAG_Vekh says:
%Self: What does Starfleet Command think I am? A nomad they can send around at their will? ::grunts in ancient Orion::

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The USS Aquilla shows up on the Apache's long-range sensors...

CSO_Storal says:
*CMO*: Did you receive my data files on the clones?

CMO_Naegle says:
MO: Well our friend here seems to be doing fine.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::walks onto the bridge from her ready room::  CSO:  I want you to forward copies of your current findings and research to Starfleet.  I want them to know as much as we do about what's happening here.

CIV_Xavier says:
::monitors the sensors::

Sonja_Davore says:
TO: I have the USS Aquilla on long-range sensors, sir.

MO_Sarel says:
CMO: Yes ... that's a good sign.

CMO_Naegle says:
*CSO*: Yes we're looking them over now, Commander, thank you.

Cmdr_Klag says:
::looks around the brig:: Self: Tempting ... but I'll wait.

CO_Maverick says:
%COM: Apache: This is the USS Aquilla. Come in, Apache.

TO_Cha`Dak says:
Sonja: Thank you, Cadet.

CIV_Xavier says:
Self: Would somebody answer that...

TO_Cha`Dak says:
XO: Sir, we have the USS Aquilla on long-range sensors. They are hailing.

CSO_Storal says:
CO: Aye sir. ::transmits his findings and research to Starfleet on a secure signal::

XO_Linard says:
::nods:: TO: Acknowledged.

CO_Maverick says:
%JAG: How are you feeling about your new assignment, kid?

Host Cpt_Kargan says:
@::glances at Yeung:: CEO: What do you make of all this?

JAG_Vekh says:
%CO: Maverick, you know how I hate when you call me 'kid'?

CIV_Xavier says:
Self: Who are they?  Are they ship to ship salesmen??

CSO_Storal says:
*CMO*: Let me know if you need an explanation of the results.

CO_Maverick says:
%JAG: Yep. That's why I keep using it.

CEO_Yeung says:
@::sighs as he taps on his PADD, and turns to Kargan:: Cpt_Kargan: Quite frankly Captain, I am at a total loss. I have no idea why they would blast the colony.

Sonja_Davore says:
::looks over at the TO and wonders if he's going to respond to the Aquilla::

Host Cpt_Kargan says:
@::glances at Hammond:: SO: Any life signs from the surface?

SO_Hammond says:
@::tries to get the vision of his double being vaporized out of his head::

CIV_Xavier says:
::checks the registry of the incoming ship::

CMO_Naegle says:
*CSO*: Thank you, will do Commander.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
COM: USS Aquilla: This is the USS Apache, Captain Tyler-Turnbull speaking.

CEO_Yeung says:
@Cpt_Kargan: You've been here longer than us, Captain. Do you have any guesses on what the Romulans want?

CSO_Storal says:
::does another full spectrum scan of the planet and surrounding area::

CMO_Naegle says:
::looks at the science results:: MO: Well this confirms it for us.

Host Cpt_Kargan says:
@CEO: They want to keep the dirty little secrets of Tellas IV ... secret.

CO_Maverick says:
%COM: CO: Greetings, Captain. We are here under orders from Sector Commander Madred to deliver a new passenger to you.

Sonja_Davore says:
::returns to monitoring long-range and short-range sensors for any unusual activities::

SO_Hammond says:
@CEO: Lifesigns are sporadic at the moment, sir.  I’ll try and verify them.

MO_Sarel says:
::looks at the results too:: CMO: Yes ... just as we thought. Now what?

CEO_Yeung says:
@::nods at SO::

XO_Linard says:
::looks to the Captain:: CO: Passenger?

JAG_Vekh says:
%::activates his PADD and reads yet again the recent reports on the Apache situation::

CMO_Naegle says:
MO: First off, we need to inform the bridge.

SO_Hammond says:
@::scans planet again::

CEO_Yeung says:
@Cpt_Kargan: Ens. Powers is in your engineering section finishing up repairs. So far, we have 95% of your engines, weapons, and shields repaired.

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The Aquilla drops to impulse as it pulls along the side the Apache ... on the far side from the Pagh.

TO_Cha`Dak says:
Self/Sonja: Where did the cursed Romulans go?

MO_Sarel says:
CMO: Right ... good idea.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
COM: Maverick:  Understood, Captain, you are cleared to approach.  However, have your crew watch for possible signs of cloaked vessels.  Two Romulan Warbird’s attacked the colony on Tellas IV a short time ago. We're trying to track them now.

Sonja_Davore says:
TO: I have no idea ... I can't pin down an ion trail at all.

CO_Maverick says:
%JAG: Here we are. Get to that Transporter Room as soon as possible.

Host Cpt_Kargan says:
@::nods and bows deeply in respect:: CEO: I think it's time your crew went home. You've done a service to us. You won't be forgotten. ::slaps Yeung on the shoulder::

Sonja_Davore says:
::fears that her lack of experience is inhibiting the crew::

CMO_Naegle says:
*XO* Commander, we have some interesting news for you.

XO_Linard says:
*CMO*: Go ahead doctor...

CSO_Storal says:
Sonja: They would have to be moving Sonja, try a metaphasic scan.

SO_Hammond says:
@::looks up at the captains words of going home::

CEO_Yeung says:
@::grins slightly:: Cpt_Kargan: I agree. It's been an honor, Captain Kargan. Good luck to you.

Host Cpt_Kargan says:
@::nods:: CEO: Take your crew to the transporter room ... we'll beam you over shortly.

Sonja_Davore says:
CSO: Yes sir. ::smiles gratefully, and looks at her console and frowns again.::

Host Cpt_Kargan says:
@COM: Apache: This is Captain Kargan of the IKS Pagh. We are preparing to return your crew.

Sonja_Davore says:
::taps slowly and initiates a metaphasic scan::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::shrugs at Kathleen’s question:: XO: I'm not sure.  Do you have teams ready to transport down and assist on the surface?

CEO_Yeung says:
@Cpt_Kargan: Thank you, sir. ::nods at SO to follow him::

SO_Hammond says:
@Cpt_Kargan: Good luck Captain.

XO_Linard says:
::nods:: I'm finishing them up now.

SO_Hammond says:
@::follows the CEO::

TO_Cha`Dak says:
COM: Pagh: Understood, Captain.

CSO_Storal says:
CO: Sir, I would suggest a security detail, not only to watch for the Romulans, but for the colonists as well.

CMO_Naegle says:
*XO*: Commander, I just got a report from the Science department that confirms our suspicions about the planet.

CEO_Yeung says:
@::heads off to the transporter room:: *Engineers*: All Starfleet personnel, report to the transporter room and gather all our equipment, we're going home.

TO_Cha`Dak says:
XO: Sir, the away team is ready to beam over.

SO_Hammond says:
@CEO: I'll be glad to get back, sir.

XO_Linard says:
*CMO*: Excellent doctor ... transmit the data to my console.

CEO_Yeung says:
@SO: Me too, it'll be nice to sleep on a soft bed.

CIV_Xavier says:
CSO: Be sure to tell everyone to stay away from the silver liquid, sir.

CMO_Naegle says:
*XO*: Aye Commander.

XO_Linard says:
TO: Understood, Mister Cha`Dak … whenever you're ready.

CSO_Storal says:
CIV: They should refrain from getting near it ... tricorders only.

SO_Hammond says:
@::chuckles:: CEO: I know what you mean, Commander.

CEO_Yeung says:
@::smiles and enters transporter room and sees the rest of the team ready::

SO_Hammond says:
@CEO: Question is where is Ensign Xavier?

CMO_Naegle says:
::transmits data to XO's console::

CEO_Yeung says:
@SO: I don't know, but we'll be able to better deal with that on the Apache.

SO_Hammond says:
@CEO: I agree.

Cmdr_Klag says:
::begins to pace the brig::

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The Away Team transports over from the IKS Pagh to the USS Apache.

TO_Cha`Dak says:
XO: Sir, the away team is safely aboard the Apache.

SO_Hammond says:
::materialize on the Apache::

CSO_Storal says:
XO: We need to return Commander Klag to the Pagh.

MO_Sarel says:
::stands watching the clone thinking that now we all know what we all already know::

CEO_Yeung says:
::materializes on the Apache and breaths a sigh of relief::

XO_Linard says:
TO: Acknowledged. You can send Commander Klag back to his ship as soon as he is ready.

CSO_Storal says:
*CMO*: Does the clone show any signs of deterioration?

TO_Cha`Dak says:
XO: Aye sir, I will escort him myself.

SO_Hammond says:
CEO: Sir, how did you want me to report her? Is Ensign Xavier missing or absent without leave?

TO_Cha`Dak says:
::turns to Sonja:: Sonja: You have Tactical, keep up with that metaphasic scan.

CMO_Naegle says:
::scans the clone:: *CSO* Not at this time, Commander.  We will keep watching her.

CEO_Yeung says:
::steps down from the pad:: SO: I think missing would be appropriate.

XO_Linard says:
::finishes her away team roster::

SO_Hammond says:
CEO: Aye sir, just wanted to check with you.

TO_Cha`Dak says:
::enters TL::

Sonja_Davore says:
::panics a little:: TO: Aye sir.

TO_Cha`Dak says:
TL: Brig.

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Captain Turnbull goes off to her Ready Room contemplating the arrival of Mister Vekh.

Sonja_Davore says:
::continues her metaphasic scans::

CEO_Yeung says:
::looks around to see know one else in the TR:: *CSO*: Commander? The Away team is on board except for Ensign Xavier. We need to start looking for her.

TO_Cha`Dak says:
::exits TL and enters the brig nodding a greeting to the Brig Officer on watch:: 

JAG_Vekh says:
%*Bridge*: I'm ready here.

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The Aquilla initiates transport and Mister Vekh arrives aboard the USS Apache.

Cmdr_Klag says:
::hears the TO walk down the corridor and stands up and stares at the TO::

XO_Linard says:
*TO*: Mister Cha`Dak ... I want you to assign a security detail to accompany our medical teams to the surface when you have completed your escort of Cmdr Klag.

SO_Hammond says:
CEO: If it's all right sir, I'll report to Cmdr Storal … unless you need me for anything.

CSO_Storal says:
*CEO*: She is onboard already, Mister Yeung.

Sonja_Davore says:
::sees that someone is being transported onboard:: XO: Sir, JAG Vekh has arrived onboard.

TO_Cha`Dak says:
XO: Understood, Commander. Cmdr_Klag: I have come to escort you back to your ship, my apologies for the inconvenience.

JAG_Vekh says:
::materializes in the Apache’s Transporter Room One::

SO_Hammond says:
::looks relieved to hear that Xavier is onboard:: CEO: Looks like she beat us back.

XO_Linard says:
::smiles at Sonja:: Sonja: You're doing great Sonja.

CEO_Yeung says:
*CSO*: She is? That is good then.

Sonja_Davore says:
::grins over at the commander:: XO: Thank you, sir.

Cmdr_Klag says:
::folds arms in front of him:: TO: Understandable.

CSO_Storal says:
*SO*: If you are finished there, please assist Doctor Naegle. You have had first hand experience with the material.

TO_Cha`Dak says:
::lowers the forcefield::

Host TO_Verall says:
::looks up as Vekh materializes:: JAG: Welcome aboard the Apache, sir.

XO_Linard says:
::nods to the CSO:: CSO: Would you mind meeting our new passenger in the transporter room?

Host TO_Verall says:
::stunned at seeing an Orion before him:: Self: What don’t we see these days?

SO_Hammond says:
*CSO*: Aye sir.

Cmdr_Klag says:
::sighs:: TO: I assume the Pagh has arrived ?

CEO_Yeung says:
::turns to the rest of the team:: Engineers: You all go and take a shower, and get some rest.

JAG_Vekh says:
::sees TO:: TO: Thank you, Mister…?

CSO_Storal says:
XO: Aye sir, on my way. ::heads to the transporter room to meet the Jag officer::

Host TO_Verall says:
JAG: Verall ... Crewman Verall. I believe Acting Chief Tactical Officer Cha`Dak is on his way here to escort you to the brig.

TO_Cha`Dak says:
Cmdr_Klag: That is correct, Commander. Captain Kargan will inform you of all that has transpired. Now if you would follow me.

CEO_Yeung says:
*CSO*: Shall I come see you for debriefing, sir?

SO_Hammond says:
CEO: It was fun, sir. I hope we don't have to do that for a while though.

MO_Sarel says:
CMO: Doctor ... have you ever come across anything like this before? I mean, this unusual?

TO_Cha`Dak says:
::turns and exits the brig assuming the Commander is following::

JAG_Vekh says:
TO: Indeed? So you put visitors in the brig? That's an interesting way to make people feel welcome here.

Cmdr_Klag says:
::follows the TO, gathering all information he can about this ship as he moves through the corridor::

CEO_Yeung says:
::grins:: SO: Yeah, once in a while is fine … but I could use some rest.

CSO_Storal says:
*CEO*: Get to work on that deflector. You can transmit your report to the XO.

Host TO_Verall says:
::raises an eyebrow at Vekh:: JAG: I'm sorry sir, but I'm not really certain what you are referring to.

CMO_Naegle says:
MO: Not with regards to cloning, no … we did have a problem with phasing once.  That was fun.

SO_Hammond says:
Computer: Computer, what is the location of Doctor Naegle?

TO_Cha`Dak says:
::enters turbolift waiting for Cmdr_Klag::

Host TO_Verall says:
ACTION: The Aquilla leaves position headed for DS4.

TO_Cha`Dak says:
TL: Transporter Room 1.

MO_Sarel says:
CMO: Phasing? What happened?

CEO_Yeung says:
*CSO*: Yes, sir.

Sonja_Davore says:
XO: Aquilla has left the system...

JAG_Vekh says:
TO: Well, Crewman, you stated that I was to be escorted to the brig. ::gives up his attempt at humor::

Cmdr_Klag says:
::enters the TL as he contemplates other actions::

CSO_Storal says:
::arrives at the transporter room and spots the new guest :: JAG: Hello, I am Commander Storal.

CEO_Yeung says:
::exits transporter room and enters the nearest turbolift:: TL: Deck 13.

TO_Cha`Dak says:
::eyes the Commander warily::

Host TO_Verall says:
::coughs:: JAG: Oh, excuse me sir ... I meant Lieutenant Cha`Dak was on his way FROM the brig.

XO_Linard says:
::nods:: Sonja: Acknowledged.

Host Computer says:
*SO*: Dr. Naegle is in Sickbay.

CMO_Naegle says:
MO: Something to do with a quantum torpedo.  It was quite a disconcerting experience.  It also involved the Breen.

SO_Hammond says:
::enters the nearest TL:: TL: Sickbay.

JAG_Vekh says:
TO: Ah yes… ::pretends he's relieved:: …that sounds much better.

TO_Cha`Dak says:
::as the TL comes to a stop K’hora waits for Cmdr_Klag to exit before following him::

Host TO_Verall says:
::steps away as Commander Storal enters the Transporter Room::

Cmdr_Klag says:
::notes the TO is cautious and nods and he steps forward::

CIV_Xavier says:
::monitors the sensors::

MO_Sarel says:
CMO: I see ... yes that does sound interesting.

CEO_Yeung says:
::exits TL and enters Main Engineering and sighs in relief::

TO_Cha`Dak says:
::enters Transporter Room One behind the Commander and spots Verall at the Transporter Controls::

SO_Hammond says:
::starts humming as the TL moves::

JAG_Vekh says:
CSO: Greetings, sir. Lieutenant Commander Drayan Vekh reporting under orders of Sector Commander Jafo Madred.

EO_Caillau says:
::walks over to CEO and smiles:: CEO: Welcome back, sir!

TO_Cha`Dak says:
Cmdr_Klag: Once again, Commander, I apologize for having to detain you for so long. I hope you have a pleasant journey, Qa`Pla. 

CMO_Naegle says:
MO: I know the two situations aren't related but it sure is interesting that both situations involved the Breen.  Don't you think so?

Cmdr_Klag says:
::as he arrives in the Transporter Room his eyes open wide:: JAG: An Orion ... in a Starfleet uniform ?

CSO_Storal says:
JAG: Welcome aboard. Sorry for the delay, we’re in a bit of a quandary.

CEO_Yeung says:
::smiles back to Caillau:: Caillau: Good to be back, Ens. So what's this I hear about the deflector dish?

EO_Caillau says:
::hands a PADD to CEO::

JAG_Vekh says:
CSO: So I've heard, Commander. Can I talk to the Captain?

SO_Hammond says:
::exits the TL and looks around sickbay for the Doctor::

XO_Linard says:
Sonja: Have you picked up anything unusual on sensors? I'm curious to see if those Romulans are still lurking out there.

CSO_Storal says:
JAG: If you will follow me, I’ll escort you to the bridge.

JAG_Vekh says:
::spots the open-eyed Klingon::

CEO_Yeung says:
::takes a moment to read the report:: Self: Aw, you got to be kidding me!

Cmdr_Klag says:
TO: Your co-operation is noted. ::still stares at the JAG:: TO: I am ready to return to the Pagh.

JAG_Vekh says:
CSO: That'd be perfect sir. ::looks over at the Klingon again::

CMO_Naegle says:
::looks up as SO Hammond walks in the door:: SO: Why Mister Hammond, it’s nice to see you.

SO_Hammond says:
::he spots Doctor Naegle and walks over to her::

TO_Cha`Dak says:
::transports the commander over to the IKS Pagh::

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Commander Klag is beamed back aboard the IKS Pagh to the Klingon crew’s extreme surprise ... since no one ever bothered to tell them Commander Klag was alive.

SO_Hammond says:
CMO: Thank you Doctor, Commander Storal sent me down here to assist you.

MO_Sarel says:
CMO: Hmm, yes, that is… ::stops in mid-sentence as the SO walks in::

JAG_Vekh says:
CSO: Plenty of visitors here these days, eh? ::means the odd looking Klingon::

Cmdr_Klag says:
@::arrives in the transporter room of the Pagh and smiles::

CEO_Yeung says:
::sighs wearily and hands back the PADD:: Caillau: All right, good work so far. Let's re-calibrate the power couplings to the dish.

Host Cpt_Kargan says:
COM: Apache: This is Captain Kargan, aboard the Pagh. Apache if you require no further assistance we are preparing to leave this area immediately. It would appear our mission has been concluded.

CMO_Naegle says:
SO: Very well.  You know the data, and I know the data … now what do we do with the data?

SO_Hammond says:
::nods at the MO::

CSO_Storal says:
JAG: Yes we are. Like I said, it’s been an unusual day. ::exits the TR and heads to the turbolift::

MO_Sarel says:
::looks at SO Hammond and nods as well::

TO_Cha`Dak says:
::heads back to the turbolift ordering it to take him back to the bridge. As he waits he ponders who to send on the away team::

JAG_Vekh says:
::follows the CSO closely::

Cmdr_Klag says:
@::heads towards the bridge to report to the Captain::

SO_Hammond says:
CMO: Good question, all I have had is a tricorder to analyze this stuff.  It will be nice to have a real computer to work with.

EO_Caillau says:
CEO: Yes sir. And if I may say so, sir, you really need a bath. ::grins::

XO_Linard says:
COM: Pagh: Acknowledged Captain. I'm sure I speak for the Captain when I say we are more than grateful to you for returning our away team.

CIV_Xavier says:
::feels like she really needs a sonic shower::

CSO_Storal says:
::enters the turbolift and waits for the JAG officer:: Computer: Bridge.

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The IKS Pagh turns away from the Apache and cloaks, leaving the area.

CEO_Yeung says:
::grins back:: Caillau: No time. Command wants that dish up. We need to get it running. Besides, I got use to the smell anyways. ::shrugs::

SO_Hammond says:
CMO/MO: Fascinating stuff though.  It makes an exact replica of something with all memories.  It could be a very dangerous tool in the wrong hands.

CMO_Naegle says:
SO:  What do you mean, the wrong hands?

XO_Linard says:
*CMO*: Do you have your away team roster completed?

MO_Sarel says:
::raises her eyebrows at that statement::

CMO_Naegle says:
*XO*: Yes Commander, I'm sending Ensign Sarel down with you all.

CIV_Xavier says:
::looks at the Orion entering the bridge::

XO_Linard says:
*CMO* Acknowledged, tell her to prepare. We will be departing shortly.

CMO_Naegle says:
*XO*: Aye sir.

SO_Hammond says:
CMO/MO: Think about it, Doctor.  Make a copy of a high ranking official and you could have all their memories … command and access codes … anything.

CEO_Yeung says:
::begins recalibrating power distribution to the deflector::

CMO_Naegle says:
MO: You heard the Commander, prepare for an away mission.

MO_Sarel says:
CMO: Yes, I heard. I’ll get going. ::takes along a medkit and gets ready to go::

SO_Hammond says:
MO: Good luck, Ensign.

CMO_Naegle says:
SO: ...and use them for sordid gain.

MO_Sarel says:
SO: Thank you.

TO_Cha`Dak says:
*TO Knoxville*: Ensign Knoxville, this is Lt. Cha`Dak.

MO_Sarel says:
::heads out of sickbay to the TL::

TO_Knoxville says:
*TO Cha`Dak*: Knoxville here, sir.

CSO_Storal says:
::exits the Turbolift:: XO: Sir, I’d like to introduce Lieutenant Commander Vekh.

SO_Hammond says:
CMO: It's not a very pleasant universe out there.

XO_Linard says:
::turns to greet the CSO::

XO_Linard says:
Vekh: I am Commander Linard; it’s a pleasure to meet you.

SO_Hammond says:
CMO: Which makes me wonder what the Romulans are doing here with it.

XO_Linard says:
::extends her hand to him::

CIV_Xavier says:
Self: Vekh, eh...

CMO_Naegle says:
SO: No, it's not a pleasant universe.  Did you say, Romulans?

SO_Hammond says:
CMO: You didn't know that they are the ones that bombarded the planet?

MO_Sarel says:
::walks back into the sickbay:: CMO: Excuse me, but, I don't know where I am supposed to meet the XO. ::feeling dumb::

TO_Cha`Dak says:
*TO Knoxville*: Prepare for away team security detail.

CIV_Xavier says:
::runs Vekh's name in the Starfleet database::

CMO_Naegle says:
SO: I have been kind of busy down here, you know.  No, I didn't know the planet had been bombarded.

CSO_Storal says:
XO: Got the AT ready yet?

TO_Knoxville says:
*TO Cha`Dak*: Aye sir.

CMO_Naegle says:
::chuckles at the MO:: MO: Just wait for instructions from Commander Linard.

CSO_Storal says:
*CMO*: Have your team meet me in the transporter room one.

TO_Knoxville says:
::readies for AT duty and, grabbing a phaser from a weapons locker on the way, heads for TR1::

SO_Hammond says:
CMO: Sorry Doctor, thought you knew.

CMO_Naegle says:
*CSO* Aye Commander.

CSO_Storal says:
CIV: You’re with me. *SO*: Mister Hammond, report to the bridge.

XO_Linard says:
::grins and hands the CSO a PADD:: CSO: I was about to ask you the same thing commander. Doctor Sarel and her team can meet you in the transporter room one. I believe Mr. Cha`Dak has security arranged for you as well.

MO_Sarel says:
CMO: Ah, okay. ::hears the CSO’s com:: CMO: I heard that, okay, I am really leaving now. ::leaves::

CMO_Naegle says:
MO: …or Commander Storal will do. ::smiles::

SO_Hammond says:
*CSO*: Aye sir. 

CIV_Xavier says:
Self: Going back down there...

TO_Cha`Dak says:
::exits the TL and enters the bridge heading towards tactical one::

CIV_Xavier says:
::mutters:: Self: Oh great…

CSO_Storal says:
::takes the PADD and heads to the TR1:: XO: Great minds think alike.

CMO_Naegle says:
SO: It's okay, Mr. Hammond.

TO_Cha`Dak says:
XO: Sir, Commander Klag is safely away and I have a security detail waiting for the Away Team in Transporter Room One.

CIV_Xavier says:
::heads for the TR1::

CMO_Naegle says:
SO: Now you better get going.

XO_Linard says:
::looks to Vekh:: Vekh: Would you like to meet the captain? I'm sure she will be more than happy to meet you.

CIV_Xavier says:
Self: And I needed a Sonic shower... ::frowns::

XO_Linard says:
::winks at the CSO over Vekh's shoulder and nods with a grin::

SO_Hammond says:
CMO: Sorry I didn't get to help much Doc, I'll return when I get the chance.

XO_Linard says:
TO: Thank you Mister Cha`Dak, Mister Storal will be there shortly.

CMO_Naegle says:
SO: Thanks for wanting to help.

CSO_Storal says:
::nods back as the TL doors close::

JAG_Vekh says:
::sees the woman:: XO: You must be Commander Linard, pleased to meet you.

MO_Sarel says:
::heads for the transporter room::

TO_Cha`Dak says:
::takes over Tactical from Sonja nodding his thanks to her for her vigilant watch::

XO_Linard says:
*MO*: When you are ready Doctor, Commander Storal will be waiting for you and you team in TR 1.

SO_Hammond says:
::smiles and enters the TL::

JAG_Vekh says:
XO: If you excuse me, I shall report to the Captain. ::nods::

SO_Hammond says:
TL: Bridge.

MO_Sarel says:
*MO*: Yes sir.

XO_Linard says:
::smiles at Vekh and nods:: Vekh: Understood. 

CSO_Storal says:
::arrives in TR1 and waits for the other team members to arrive::

Host Jafo_AGM says:
ACTION: The Members assigned to the away team all arrive at Transporter Room One.

SO_Hammond says:
::starts humming when the TL moves::

TO_Knoxville says:
::nods to the CSO::

JAG_Vekh says:
::approaches CO's Ready Room and activates the chime::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::looks over the PADD’s laying on her desk ... shakes her head slowly:: JAG:  Come in.

MO_Sarel says:
::enters TR1::

TO_Knoxville says:
::steps up onto the transporter pad::

CIV_Xavier says:
::stops by her quarters and grabs a fresh uniform::

CSO_Storal says:
AT: Ok people, let’s do it. :: steps onto the transporter pad::

CIV_Xavier says:
::enters the TR::

CSO_Storal says:
*XO*: Sir, we are ready for transport.

JAG_Vekh says:
::enters as ordered and stands at attention:: CO: Lieutenant Commander Drayan Vekh reporting, Captain.

XO_Linard says:
*CSO*: Acknowledged Commander. ::nods to the Mister Rakhmatullin at OPS::

Host Jafo_AGM says:
ACTION: The Away Team transports almost immediately down to the planet. They materialize at the edge of a large crater caused by the orbital bombardment of the planet.

CIV_Xavier says:
@Self: Ah ... back here again. ::frowns::

TO_Knoxville says:
@::withdraws his phaser and scans the immediate area::

SO_Hammond says:
::steps out of the TL and walks over to science one::

JAG_Vekh says:
CO: I have been ordered by Sector Command to make an on-site evaluation of the progress of the Apache on Tellas IV.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::looks up at the Orion officer:: JAG: Commander Vekh, welcome to the Apache.  Please, make yourself comfortable. ::motions to a chair::

CSO_Storal says:
@::scans the surface:: AT: Lets see if there are any survivors ... stay clear of the silver pools if you encounter them.

CSO_Storal says:
@MO: Any life signs?

MO_Sarel says:
@::checks her medical supplies and phaser::

MO_Sarel says:
@CSO: I don't know yet … checking.

CIV_Xavier says:
@::looks at  the TO:: TO: Mind if I borrow that for a second?

XO_Linard says:
COM: CSO: How are things down there, Commander?

CIV_Xavier says:
@TO: I seemed to have forgotten mine.

MO_Sarel says:
@CSO: There are some life signs ... but they are sporadic.

CMO_Naegle says:
::goes around sickbay recalibrating the bio-beds::

JAG_Vekh says:
::accepts chair:: CO: Captain Madred is somewhat worried from the latest reports on this situation. Did you have any progress with it recently?

TO_Knoxville says:
@::looks at the CIV unsure of handing his only weapon over, eventually concedes and hands her the phaser::

SO_Hammond says:
::begins scanning the area for any signs of the Romulans::

CSO_Storal says:
@MO: Well see what you can do … prep any survivors for transport.

CIV_Xavier says:
@TO: Thanks.  ::smiles and looks for a puddle of silver blood dropping the phaser into the first one she sees::

MO_Sarel says:
@CSO: Will do sir.

Host OPS_Rakhmatullin says:
<<<<<<<<<< End Mission Week 9 >>>>>>>>>>

